Please donate
generously

AS IT IS WRITTEN

Donation & Membership

Melbourne Jewish Writers Festival
21-23 May 2016.

what’s on at the library

YES I would like to support the valuable work of the Lamm Jewish
Library of Australia with my tax deductible donation of:
 $36
 $54
 $72
 $100
 Your amount of $ _________

 YES I would like to become a member of the library so that I can
borrow from the library’s extensive collection.
Membership: (not tax deductible)
 Single $45
 Family $60 (2 Adults and dependent children to age 25)
 Concession $25
Membership Details:
Name _____________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________
_________________________ Postcode ________________
Email _____________________________________________
Phone BH __________________ AH______________________
Mobile ____________________________________________
M/F ______________________ DOB ____________________
As a member, I agree to abide by the rules and conditions of loan as
prescribed by the Lamm Jewish Library of Australia.

Signature __________________________________________
Date ______________________
Payment Details:
Membership $_______________ Donation $________________
Total Payment $______________________________________
Payment Method:

 Online (www.ljla.org.au) Paypal Ref______________________
 Cheque Enclosed (payable to Jewish Library of Australia Ltd)
 Credit Card  VISA  Mastercard  AMEX

SHOLEM ALEICHEM EXHIBITION
AND STORY TELLING

Check www.ljla.org .au or contact the
library for details

For the month of May, together with Kadimah
and Glen Eira City Council.

TURNING THE PAGES BOOK CLUB
Last Monday of the month, 10.30 am

WRITE YOUR STORY
A program continuing with the milestone
of 125 memoirs passed. Every Wednesday
afternoon, structured assistance at all levels
to publish your memoirs.

HASERET CULTURAL CLUB
A joint program with the Australian Friends of
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem - Victorian
division.

SING WITH VERED
Hebrew and music every Tuesday.

DAF YOMI
Join Peter & Paul Mon-Thurs 4-5pm.
Talmud Tractate - Ketubot

Free - all welcome.
For details contact Anna
» annasevi5@gmail.com
Cost: $11 ($7.70 concession). Contact the
library or Adele Hulse
» a.hulse@iinet.com.au

Check www.ljla.org .au or contact the
library for details

For details and enquiries contact
» 0413 055 718

new library
DOCUMENTARIES
New and exclusive documentaries are now
available on DVD

HEBREW COLLECTION
A growing Hebrew collection for adults and
children and a new shelf for popular Hebrew
non-fiction.

resources

Check out the catalogue at
www.ljla.org .au or contact the library
for details

Check out the catalogue at
www.ljla.org.au or contact the library
for details

2015 library highlights
... in case you missed out.

Card Number __ __ __ __/__ __ __ __/__ __ __ __ /__ __ __ __

August - September 2015

Date ______________________

The Lamm Jewish Library of Australia gratefully
acknowledges the continued support of its activities by:

Jacob Frenkiel
Foundation

Harry Cohney

Anonymous

Naomi & Samuel
Wolf Stopnik Fund

Rafi, Rolene &
Danny Lamm
Miriam & Greg
Shalit

Providing a comprehensive information service
on Jewish topics and issues to the general public.

$10.00 per person (non-members),
$5.00 (members)
For details and enquiries contact
» 03-9272 5511 or 03-9272 5611

LET ME BE MYSELF– THE STORY OF ANNE FRANK

Signature __________________________________________

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS OVER $2 ARE TAX DEDUCTABLE

For details and enquiries visit
» mjwf.com.au

Name of Card Holder __________________________________

Expiry __ __ / __ __

Make a donation today

Issue 2016

sponsored by

The Anne Frank Travelling Exhibition was brought to Australia by the Anne Frank
Stichting (Foundation). It was housed at the library for six weeks. The library space
was transformed into a walk-through of Anne Frank’s legacy, with a series of panels of
photographs, written pieces, models and DVDs. It depicted the story of the Frank family
at that time, together with what was happening in Europe and it also discussed tolerance
in today’s society. The exhibition attracted over 1500 visitors from schools, from all over
Victoria and all sectors of the community.

REFURBISHED AMENITIES IN THE LIBRARY
What a fabulous year it has been! We are so grateful for the kind donations from Gottlieb’s Builders Supply, Victorian Multicultural Commission and Melbourne Jewish Writers
Festival that enabled us to upgrade the library!

For all events including book sales, Yom Ha’atzmaut and more
visit www.ljla.org.au/events, our Facebook page
www.facebook.com/LammJewishLibraryAustralia
or subscribe to our email newsletter by emailing hanna@ljla.org.au

FILM CLUB

EVENTS

304 Hawthorn Rd Caulfield Sth 3162

WRITE

YOUR

STORY

T: 9272 5611

BOOK CLU

BS

F:9272 5629

FESTIVALS

E: info@ljla.org.au

KIDS STORY TIME

www.ljla.org.au

Check out the full catalogue at www.ljla.org.au

The library is bursting with great titles
for you to borrow, so come in & explore!
Our knowledgeable staff are always ready to help and have put together the following
catalogue of great books, e-books and dvd’s to inspire and entertain you.

Fiction

Culture

THE GOLDEN AGE
Joan London
The Golden Age is about
the love between Frank
and Elsa, two polio-stricken
children at a rehabilitation
facility in suburban Perth in
the early 1950s. The Golden
Age Convalescent Home
becomes a little world
that reflects the larger one
where everything occurs : love and desire, music,
death and poetry.

SUDDENLY LOVE
Aharon Appelfeld
A poignant,
heartbreaking new
work by Aharon
Appelfeld tells the
story of a lonely older
man and his devoted
young caretaker who
transform each other’s
lives in ways they could
never have imagined.

ISHMAEL’S ORANGES
Claire Hajaj
It’s April 1948, and war hangs over Jaffa. One minute
seven-year-old Salim is dreaming of taking his first
harvest from the family’s orange tree; the next he is
swept away into a life of exile and rage.

MARCHING TO ZION
Mary Glickman
The forbidden, tempestuous, and tragic love story of
a beautiful Jewish immigrant and a debonair black
man in the South during the early twentieth century.

UNCOVERED
Leah Lax
The story of a gay woman who spent thirty adult
years in the Hasidic fold, Uncovered is the moving
story of Lax’s long journey toward finding a home
where she truly belongs.

THE MARRIAGE OF
OPPOSITES
Alice Hoffman
From the bestselling author
of The Dovekeepers, comes
a love story about one of
history’s most captivating
“invisible” women : Rachel
the mother of Impressionist
painter Camille Pissarro.

People

OLDER & BOLDER : LIFE AFTER 60
Renata Singer
In Older & Bolder, Renata Singer contrasts the
stories of the pioneers of active productive old
age against the anxieties of those facing the
milestone of turning sixty, considering each
viewpoint in the light of revealing research.

THE HOTEL
YEARS
Joseph Roth
In the 1920s and
30s, Joseph Roth
traveled extensively
in Europe, leading a
peripatetic life living
in hotels, and writing
about the towns
through which he
passed.

THE HOUSE
OF TWENTY
THOUSAND
BOOKS
Sasha
Abramsky
Deceptively
ordinary from
the outside,
the house
became the
repository for Chimen’s collection of thousands
of books, manuscripts and other documents.

MONASH
Grantlee Kieza
Tracing Monash’s rise from Melbourne social
and financial circles to his accomplished turn in
World War I this is the essential biography of a
most unlikely hero.

DEAR MENDL, DEAR REYZL: YIDDISH
LETTER MANUALS FROM RUSSIA AND
AMERICA
Alice Nakhimovsky & Roberta Newman
Dear Mendl, Dear Reyzl translates selections
from model letter books and includes
commentary and annotations that illuminate
their role as a guide to past culture.

THE BRIDE
WHO ARGUED
WITH GOD:
TALES FROM
THE TREASURY
OF JEWISH
FOLKLORE
Hava Ben-Zvi
The Bride Who
Argued With God
is a collection of
newly translated,
parables and
Jewish folktales, collected from immigrants who
came to Israel after 1948.

THE BEAUTY
QUEEN OF
JERUSALEM

A WOMAN ON
THE EDGE OF
TIME : A SON’S
SEARCH FOR HIS
MOTHER
Jeremy Gavron
Its 1965 and in
Primrose Hill North
London, a beautiful
young woman has
just gassed herself
to death, leaving behind a suicide note, two
small children and a soon to be published
manuscript “The Captive Wife”.

BUT YOU DID NOT COME BACK
Marceline Loridan-Ivens
A breathtaking memoir of an extraordinary
woman’s account of a family caught up in the
Holocaust.

THE GIRL FROM HUMAN STREET : A
JEWISH FAMILY ODYSSEY
Roger Cohen
An intimate and profoundly moving Jewish
family history—a story of displacement,
prejudice, hope, despair, and love.

Sarit Yishai-Levi
A dazzling novel
of mothers and
daughters, stories
told and untold, and
the ties that bind
four generations of
women.
* Written in Hebrew

Your library needs your love !

Food & wine
MONDAY
MORNING
COOKING CLUB :
THE FEAST GOES
ON
Lisa Goldberg,
Merelyn Frank
Chalmers, Natanya
Eskin, Lauren Fink,
Paula Horwitz and
Jacqui Israel
A generous, warm
hearted book, The Feast Goes On features the bestloved and most delicious recipes and stories from
the heart and soul of the Jewish community across
Australia.

LYGON STREET : STORIES AND RECIPES
FROM MELBOURNE’S MELTING POT
Michael Harden
This absorbing and entertaining history features
a collection of recipes from iconic Lygon Street
restaurants and celebrates the rich diversity of cafes
and shops that have existed over the past 150 years.

ONE EGG IS A FORTUNE : MEMORIES AND
RECIPES TO SHARE
Compiled by Pnina Jacobson & Judy Kempler
Fifty well-known Jewish figures from around the
world have contributed recipes and anecdotes to
One Egg is a Fortune, showcasing the diversity of
contemporary Jewish life.

Write your
story

World
THE JEWS IN THE
CARIBBEAN
Edited by Jane S.
Gerber
The Jewish diaspora
of the Caribbean
constantly redefined
itself under changing
circumstances. This
volume looks at
many aspects of this
complex past and suggests different ways to
understand it. The subject matter is diverse and
ranges from history, culture, politics, to race
and Jewish identity.

The Makor Publishing Write Your Story program
has become the world’s largest publisher of
Holocaust memoirs in English. The collection
also contains memoirs of Jewish people born in
Australia and elsewhere, providing generations
to come with the history, photographs and
anecdotes of their forebears in an accessible
and attractive format. This structured program
offers assistance at all levels and stages.

Solly’s Girl
A memoir

A GUIDE TO JEWISH TOLEDO
Ana Maria Lopez Alvarez, Ricardo Izquierdo
Benito and Santiago Palomero Plaza
From the history of the Toledan Jews to their
customs, dress, synagogues and religious life,
this richly illustrated gem gives insight into their
life.

FLEEING THE HIJAB: A JEWISH
WOMAN’S ESCAPE FROM IRAN
Sima Goel
A true account of Sima Goel, the Iranian
teenager who crossed the most dangerous
desert in the world rather than accept the
restrictions of life in Iran in the early 1980s.
Her quest for freedom is a thrilling, timely
inspiration for people longing to create a life of
meaning.

People of
the book

Gil Marks
Gil Marks delights and enlightens readers with
traditional recipes from Jewish communities across
the globe. Now we can enjoy the distinctive,
authentic and delectable cuisines of this
undiscovered world.

Jonathan D. Sarna and Benjamin Shapell
In this groundbreaking work, the historian
Jonathan D. Sarna and collector Benjamin
Shapell reveal how Lincoln’s remarkable
relationship with American Jews impacted
both his path to the presidency and his policy
decisions as president.

This fully tax
deductible
gift makes it
possible to
have a book
dedicated to
a person or
family by
means of a
permanent inscription on the inside front cover
and in the library online catalogue. A book
dedication is the ideal way to celebrate
birthdays, anniversaries or any special
occasions - while helping the library with
acquisitions of new, contemporary books.

Children

e-books

DVD docos

THE WORLD OF JEWISH COOKING : MORE
THAN 500 TRADITIONAL RECIPES FROM
ALSACE TO YEMEN

LINCOLN AND THE JEWS : A HISTORY

Thanks to the Naomi and Samuel Wolf
Stopnik Fund, we have a wonderful selection
of e-books. You can access our range of
titles online, 24/7, simply by logging on to
the catalogue via our website with your
membership bar-code and password.

We are very
proud to present
our exclusive
range of rare and
amazing DVD
documentaries.
Titles top to bottom:

FANTASTISCH

LIVING FENCE
(A.K.A
BORDERLIFE)

AUF WIEDERSEHEN
SAGA OF A PHOTO

An impossible love
between a young
Jewish woman and a
Palestinian, in post 9/11
New York
* Written in Hebrew

Make a donation today

